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1.1 Introduction

This work proposes Recursive Neural Networks (RNNs) as phonological mod-
els. To demonstrate their effectiveness I revisit Becker (2009) and Becker
et al. (2011), summarize its account of Turkish voicing alternations and crit-
icize it. I then demonstrate how RNNs handle the same phenomenon in a
simpler, more learnable and insightful manner.

1.2 ’surfeit of the stimulus’ revisited

Turkish’s accusative high vowel morpheme frequently causes intervocalic
voicing. Compare [amatS] ’purpose’ [amatSW] (+acc) to [anatS] ’mother hen’
[anadZW] (+acc). The alternation is lexically specified and unpredictable.
However, upon close inspection of the Turkish lexicon (Inkelas et al. (2000))
several facts about the correlation1 between these alternations and various
environmental features emerge:

• Length of the stem greatly increases alternations.

• Alternations vary as a function of the alternating consonant POA.

• High vowels preceding the alternating consonant increase alternations.

• Back vowels preceding the alternating consonant increase alternations.

When applying the accusative on nonce words, speakers showed produc-
tive knowledge as to the mutual pattern of length and POA but no knowledge
of the equally significant quality of the preceding vowel.

Becker et al. (2011) offer an OT model which enlists the mechanism of
Constraint Cloning (CC, Pater (2007)) and Recursive Constraint Demotion
(RCD). Becker et al. (2011) then end by asserting that a general statistical
learner will learn all available correlations including the surfeit and in doing
so overshoot the mark by greedily “outperforming” native speakers. Some
points are extremely problematic with the given explanation, It over ideal-
izes the data in that no explanation is made for the overall attenuation of

1All of these crucially also have non trivial mutual correlations (i.e. in order to predict
the probability of alternation in the lexicon it is beneficial to model all the parameters
together, a fact that doesn’t license the mainstream flat weighted variational constraint
explanation)
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the effect in child/adult speakers or for the extreme variation in speaker pro-
ductivity. In addition CC/RCD is too powerful (almost omnipotent in fact)
and requires parameter cloning or a heuristic control mechanism making it
biologically unfeasible.

1.3 RNNs as phonological models

Two neural model, a standard RNN one hot topology and a Modified RNN
topology with full output layer and severed recursive connectivity (motivated
by the articulator) were used.

Both models managed (by varying degrees) to reproduce speakers’ nonce
word behaviors, the 2nd models’ results are shown in tables 3, 1 & 2. I explain
how this behavior was “forced” on the model and then go on to hypothesize
why it outdid my expectations by tending to attenuate the phenomena.
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Table 1: RNN alternation dif-
ferences between high preced-
ing vowels, plotted as a func-
tion of alternating consonant’s
POA and regressed against
lexicon tendencies.
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Table 2: RNN alternation dif-
ferences between back preced-
ing vowels plotted and re-
gressed against tendencies in
the lexicon. Different points
relate to alternating conso-
nant’s POA.

syl & cons RNN Lexicon Child Adult
CVC k 3.00% 4.84% 0.00% 3.00%

tS 20.00% 24.24% 3.00% 28.00%
t 0.00% 7.81% 7.00% 6.00%
p 43.00% 37.50% 17.00% 34.00%

CVCC k 26.00% 11.11%
tS 53.00% 75.61%
t 42.00% 27.87%
p 99.00% 85.71%

CVCVC k 100.00% 94.71% 60.00% 95.00%
tS 84.00% 81.67% 40.00% 53.00%
t 25.00% 31.01% 10.00% 31.00%
p 99.00% 97.37% 20.00% 53.00%

Table 3: results of our modified RNNs averaged and split into categories accord-
ing to POA and length as they compare to both lexicon statistics and Turkish
speaker productions 2
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